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Per month for 24 months.

TOTAL SALE PRICE 599.00
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PAYMENT PERCENTAGE
SALES TAX PRICE' RATE

30.78 616.97 738.72 738.72 1856
MONTHLY PAYMENTS REFLECT THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE CHARGE SOME

The JVC JLA20. This dependable auto-retur- n belt drive turntable uses a JVC le

synchronous motor for silent operation. An oil damped tonearm is used. Impressive
specifications'of wow and flutter less than 0.06 (WRMS) and signal to noise ratio
better than 63 dB (Din-B- ) .

JVC SK500 2-w- bass reflex system features a "wide range cone tweeter" that

gives excellent high frequency response. The woofer employs a hard diaphragm for
increased rigidity and flexibility to reproduce the midrange as well as bass with
musical quality. Both are designed to reproduce the loudest passages without trace
of coloration or distortion. An ideal speaker for this system.

ADC QLM 36 Mk III cartridge features an innovative Diasa elliptical tip. resulting
in an excellent frequency response and wide separation and unbelievable sound.
Tracking force of 34 to lVz grams and frequency response of 15Hz to 22 KHz 2dB.

AREAS WILL BE LESS BASED ON SALES TAX AND FINANCE RATES
" Includes Cash Price Sales Tax and Finance Charge

Monthly payment based on 100 financing with approved credit

The JVC JRS201 has a power output of 35 watts per channel minimum. RMS.
both channels driven into 8 ohms. 20-2- 0 KHz with no more than 0.03 THD. The
JVC incorporates a DC power amplifier which can amplify much lower frequencies
than conventional amplifiers. The sounds that you do hear are cleaner. The JRS201
offers a full graphic equalizer built in so you can compensate in five different "tone
zones" for poor room acoustics, sluggish speaker response, etc. There are endless

advantages to a graphic equalizer. The JRS201 has an advanced tuner circuitry to
make both the AM and FM reception sensitive and free of noise.
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O(0 f)of) vjiflb this system!
Buy four of the new formula
tion LN C 90 cassette tapes
at this special low price, and
Maxell will give you this deluxe
12-tap- e storage case Take
advantage of this offer by
Maxell, enjoy tapes that give
you a better response, more
quality 4 tapes, reg 12 36

A 49.99 value headphone.
The Burwen Research PMB-2- 0

provides full performance
from an ultra-ligh- t weight
headphone You will discover

unexpectedly fine sound re-

production, definition and
stereo imaging Comes with
2 sets of ear cushions

n J46th & Vine St. Lincoln

We're just perfect for you


